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97% (79%) of Black (white) knowledge workers prefer hybrid or full remote work.









“It’s game-changing. With our HQs previously in San 
Francisco and Salt Lake City, our pre-pandemic teams 
could only be as diverse as the populations in those 
cities. This new shift to virtual-first gives us the 
opportunity to not only look outside of those cities for 
great people, but to set goals and have a clear strategy 
around diversity in recruiting.” (Dionna Smith, Global 
Head of Diversity and Inclusion)



“Finally, we recommend that managers and coworkers relax 
their expectations for workers’ participation. Recognize that 
people aren’t working from home in a typical state of 
operations…Black communities have also 
been disproportionately impacted by Covid-19, and many 
Black workers are caregiving while also grieving the loss of 
several family members and friends in recent weeks. This is 
further coupled with ongoing racism affecting Black people, 
such as police brutality. Employees may struggle to manage 
their emotional display when feeling psychological distress, 
which could appear as lack of interest or engagement in 
work.”

















“And we know that we have no future in a 
society in which 6 million black and 
white people are unemployed and 
millions more live in poverty. Nor is the 
goal of our civil rights revolution merely 
the passage of civil rights legislation. Yes, 
we want all public accommodations open 
to all citizens, but those accommodations 
will mean little to those who cannot 
afford to use them. Yes, we want a Fair 
Employment Practice Act, but what good 
will it do if profit-geared automation 
destroys the jobs of millions of workers 
black and white?”
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Workforce















§ Employers 
§ Only for “bad” managers
§ Bureaucratic burden
§ Interferes with business needs
§ Avoiding predictability pay via tactics such as offering opportunities to volunteer, stay, or 

leave and using predictability pay waivers for unplanned shits
§ Insufficient training and awareness

§ Employees 
§ Frequent schedule changes continue
§ Often not given predictability pay (nearly half weren’t aware of the benefit)
§ Financial need often leads workers to waive predictability pay in order to get enough 

hours









§ Willingness
§ Recognize importance to employees and business
§ Values and business concerns drive supports
§ Willing to bear some cost

§ Policy Support
§ Believe public policy should play a role, particularly in child care
§ Worried about backlash for supporting policies

§ Misperceptions
§ Lack detailed knowledge of proposed or enacted policies
§ Overestimate cost
§ Believe employers are doing more than the data says they are

(Employers, Work-Family Supports, and Low-Wage Workers, Urban Institute, 2019)













§Collective impact approaches

§Employee-inclusive technologies for HR and automated 
work




